
Karen: gUYSSSSSSS we need to get our senior shirts 
done really soon!!!! I’m really stressin’.

Karen: Yeah, well basically I have some ideas but 
you guys should just say whatever it’s whatever. I 
just want some ideas so I can make these the best 
shirts evaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!

Suzi: #Stressin'

Janice: Suzi! Focus.

Suzi: lol sorry babezz. Okay, what are we 
doing? Something really casual.

Janice: I’m just going to be completely 
honest right now…basically if they aren’t tank 
tops I’m not interested. Because I really want 
to show off my new Brandy Melville bralette.

Suzi: No I totally agree because this is our 
year girls. #ouryear #13elieve

Suzi: I know Janice that's why I'm in marine 
biology

Suzi: #dont13eA13eezy
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Weeks 
Later...

At the end of summer, up-and-coming seniors take part in the tradition of 
making senior shirts. Unfortunately, many of the shirts actually make no sense. The 
Falconer isn’t even sure if they’re in English. Some are intelligible, but most contain 
puns that aren’t funny, or rhyming words that don’t rhyme (“good” doesn’t rhyme 
with “senioritas,” sorry). And while we’re talking about “senioritas,” can we ask 
why there are so many Hispanic-themed shirts out there? Is this a thing? Is it cool 
to act Hispanic? Can anyone be Hispanic if it’s cool to act Hispanic? Regardless, 
the following conversation probably took place a few weeks ago.
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Karen: Wait, you got a new Brandy Melville 
bralette? I got a new Brandy Melville bralette. What 
is a bralette? Idk but I love Brandy 

Karen: Can you stop being such a 13eezy?

Karen: ew that’s a great idea. love it #luvsit

Karen:I mean it’s casual but yeah. I have to go but 
I’ll talk to you 13eezys latessss!!??

Janice: Ugh I love13elieve. Because your 
actually using the number 13 as a B! You're 
so smart, and good at numbers

Janice: lol guys on the back of our shirts we 
have to put nicknames that literally NOBODY 
calls us!!!!!!!!!!!!??

Suzi: you guys are both soo smart. I don’t 
get how you just think of these ideas. Do you 
just like think of them? 
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